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About This Game

In The Princess Adventure, you must find the Prince of another kingdom that has been kidnapped, and thus prevent the peace
agreement they have signed to be broken, and their people end up suffering again with the war. But for this you have to will play

with the most unlikely character, the Princess, who will have to pass through dangerous regions between the kingdoms behind
the evil Witch who wants to fulfill her revenge against the Prince.

The Princess Adventure is a 2D platform game, inspired by classics like MegaMan, Contra and others. Where gameplay focuses
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on the player's ability to get through challenges that will test their accuracy in jumps and time, where any wrong step can cause
them death. Several enemies and traps are strategically placed on the maps to not give you time to think, and your movements

should be careful.

2D platform game, retro style

Explore a world crafted in an incredible pixel art

Original soundtrack

Several maps with challenges that gradually increase your difficulty

Ruthless enemies
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Title: The Princess Adventure
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
FalconDev
Publisher:
FalconDev
Release Date: 8 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Integrated Graphics

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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Garbage. That is all that can be said to describe this game. Garbage.. Played just the time to understand I didn't know what I was
doing - literally. I also published a "first look" video in the community hub with my gameplay and a silly meme at the end of it
to explain my feelings - no intentions to just speak ill of the game, but still a negative vibe for me.

Yesterday my vid was banned and today I know (by Steam support), it was on game's dev, not an actual Steam mod and they
cannot deal with it - I should contact developers. Since I already have been in a similar situation not long ago and since this is the
discussion forum's status ( https:\/\/i.imgur.com\/3jRYvG6.jpg ) and video hub status ( https:\/\/i.imgur.com\/o1mMc88.jpg ) as
today, I won't bother with that.

I know this feels like a revenge review but I hope I still have the right to speak my mind. Banned video: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=As-trY71Rk0. I'm really enjoying this game. Its easy to get into ,the mechanics are
explained well. Heaps of stuff to do.
Worth the price no doubt about it.

. It's no third season of Wakfu, but this broght a big ol' \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in' smile to my face. The animation leaves
something to be desired, but all in all, I enjoyed the 46 minutes I got.
Also, Ogrest is almost as based as Yugo.. Nice. Thanks Paradox for including this DLC-ish type upgrade.. riding giant rats to
battle talking bears while firing rpgs at clown hoard, yeah it's worth it.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/HACMCwq2wM0. Not sure if I like it yet, the areas I have flown dont seem to have any relevant detail.. As
the game is still in it's alpha phase, there is a lot to be forgiven. For example, if you pressed to Interact with a crate twice instead
of just once, there would be a box saying to Take Out popping out whenever you press Interact with other objects even after the
crate has disappeared. Also, when putting the input of numbers at shops or crafting, the keys also activate the inventory slots and
items would be equipped. In terms of the literal "landless" gameplay, the open world is considered small and I hope there is a
radar on the top right to have a compass to tell the direction besides relying on the sun. Or perhaps having the stars as a guide of
direction would make the game more interesting. It would be great to have a speed /acceleration meter on the boat as well so
that we can upgrade the boats to move at a higher speed as we craft more items for the upgrades. With a lack of tutorials, and
description of items, it was kind of challenging to know what items do and what effects it brings such as the hydro turret and
interception tower. Also, hacking for blueprints become confusing as it was not introduced at the start of the game if there is a
certain correct answer to using the different servers.

Improvements still needs to be done to the UI layers but it's forgiven as the game is still in its alpha phase. Perhaps it would be
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better to have much more features/improvements added in for the next upgrade. I keep finding it difficult to get around places
such as getting off the boat by the ladder and having to jump off instead. Also, I thought we could move the floating platforms
around as we travel but no, it was just there. The doors still have an UI box there which I think you guys placed it there to put
the scripts for opening the door.

Overall, the game still needs improvement and it would be more fun if it's multiplayer with a bigger town on the sea. The map
also seems limited in terms of what other places there are to explore and the main storyline wasn't really clear. It would be great
if Professor Goodwell pops out more often to give some tips or reminders on what to do. I would recommend this game to
people who love open world survival on a post-apocalypse setting.

I have also done a game stream review at https://twitch.tv/kicholiz and uploaded them to Youtube

Youtube
https://youtu.be/yd0V-rwt_qU
https://youtu.be/uKRtic-fMAU
https://youtu.be/m1FOi9cCxec
https://youtu.be/19q3xdLqKnc
https://youtu.be/xCbr8kZxRTo
https://youtu.be/UHoQ1SG7lN8. Literally hundreds of customers since 2011 have voiced that they can't get this game to work.
Meridian the publisher and technical support to this game does absolutely nothing about it. Four years and still no working
game, no technical help no matter how many times you email them. This game needs to be taken off the Steam store forcing the
developers and publisher to re-address all teething issues. The fact that they continue to slog the unaware public $10.00 for a
product that does not work is a testiment on how uncaring this company is and the fact that Steam also has turned a blind eye is
not flattering to their customer support either. DO NOT BUY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Without contracts
mode to back it up, it kinda makes this game the worst hitman compared to any of the others. The story is somewhat intriguing
but is in contrast to what was setup by the other hitman games and because of its linear structure, all of the assassinations feel
very forced and repetitive not leaving much room to the player to decide what to do. Combat is fun but still somewhat more
action-oriented than a hitman game needs to be. With contracts mode i was able to ignore any problems but still not necessarily
feeling at all like a good or fleshed-out hitman game. In my opinion just buy either the newest hitman or blood money they are
by far the best games in the entire series. Or just buy goat simulator or some $hit.
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Just fantastic! The worst thing I can say about this game is that it is not long enough! I loved everything about it, and if it was
bigger and had more missions, I could easily play for oblivion like 100 plus hours. Great job creators! I even got a kick about
reading the credits book �� hopefully you will work on a sequel (triple the size of this one) thanks for 5 plus hours of incredible
VR gaming. I've been playing Dofus since I was about 6 or 7 and I have yet to run out of new ways to play the game or even
finished the game on my main character. The immense variety stuns me everytime I start playing again after a break. I can
honestly say this has been my favorite game since I was a little kid and I will continue to play it until the game stops being
updated or I stop breathing.. monika's thighs be like. This is an extremely fun game!!
Rescue missions are fun. Dev should add some more rescue missions!. STOP ! ! ! ! !
step 1 never buy this
step 2 deinstall if u buy it
step 3 buy a good game
or if u like buying♥♥♥♥♥♥ENJOY. Out of the three ND games I've played, the other two being Shadow Ranch and Blue
Moon Canyon, this is by FAR the WORST. The gameplay is different then that of the other two and though I see what the
delvelopers were trying to do, making it a bit more about deduction and detective work, they FAILED. You're able to interact
with very little in the enviroments, making them very dull, you have to spend a LOT of time on the phone, there are little things
that are never solvled/explored and throughout much of the game it felt like I was grinding instead of enjoying the game.
However beyond all of that the thing that I found to be the most aggravating is that this game takes all of those mini games from
previous ND games, multiplies them and makes every advancement of the plot completely relient on tedious, repetitive tasks.
Skip this one unless you've played all the other and do not get it at full price!. Really having fun with this game. Love the retro
style, bonus points for making the hero an adorable cat with a hat ;)
There's a different boss battle for each level (for which the revive-option does help sometimes if you mess up :P ). Park Bound
gameplay is as simple as movement and jumping, but custom levels means you get a lot of content packed into this tiny
platforming game.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8SqXbwBOTd4. Just finished. Much wow. 10/10 Would cry myself to sleep again. Must go
back and correct all ♥♥♥♥ ups.
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